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ABSTRACT

We present an approach that uses linear timecode to tempo-
rally synchronize visual data captured at 30 fps from multiple
Kinect v2 sensors and audio data captured from external mi-
crophones. Existing approaches suffer from reduced frame
rate due to latencies in relaying synchronization signals over
a network, have inaccuracies due to ambient sound contami-
nation when using audio for synchronization, or show multi-
frame delays when using networking protocols to synchro-
nize capture computer clocks. We align audio and color frame
times to a timecode signal injected using a custom-designed
hardware board to the audio processing board of each Kinect.
Our approach provides synchronized capture unaffected by
ambient noise or network latencies, with maximum synchro-
nization offsets within a single frame for any number of de-
vices. We show 3D point cloud reconstruction results with
audio for a variety of single- and multi-person interactions
captured using four Kinect v2 sensors and two external mi-
crophones synchronized by our approach.

Index Terms— synchronization, timecode, spatiotempo-
ral, 3D reconstruction, audiovisual, Kinect, depth

1. INTRODUCTION

The pervasion of consumer RGB-D capture devices such as
the Microsoft Kinect v1 and v2 sensors has provided signif-
icant momentum to the reconstruction of 3D spatiotemporal
data from multiple sensors [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9]. A prin-
ciple challenge in generating spatiotemporal reconstructions
from multiple Kinect v2 sensors is ensuring that the data
captured by the sensors is temporally synchronized. Since
a single computer supports capture from only one Kinect
v2, traditional approaches perform synchronization over the
network connecting the capture computers. As discussed
in [6], Kinect v2 synchronization approaches such as Live
Scan3D [5] which send capture requests over the network fail
to achieve full frame rate capture of 30 frames per second
due to network latencies. The authors of [6] provide an ap-
proach to synchronize the clocks of the capture computers for
two Kinect v2 sensors using Network Time Protocol (NTP).
However, as mentioned by the authors, their approach intro-
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Fig. 1. Given a set of unsynchronized frames from multiple
Kinect v2 sensors as shown by the different internal Kinect
color frame times in milliseconds on the left, we provide an
approach that uses linear timecode to synchronize the frames.
Our approach enables merged 3D point cloud reconstructions
from multiple sensors with sub-frame synchronization.

duces a delay of up to 30 milliseconds (ms) or nearly a single
frame which can degrade as the number of capture computers
increases. Approaches that automatically search for cues such
as a flashing light or a canonical audio signal [7] suffer from
mismatches in synchronization when the cues are altered by
body and object motions, spoken content, or ambient noise
typical of everyday interactions.

We present an approach that uses linear timecode (LTC)
to address the challenge of temporally synchronizing multi-
ple Kinect v2 sensors for 3D point cloud reconstruction as
shown in Figure 1. The novelty of our approach is to lever-
age the audio input that is ubiquitous on most consumer de-
vices to transfer linear timecode as a global synchronization
signal in the absence of generator locking ports. We insert
a low-cost custom-designed hardware synchronization board
between the Kinect microphones and the audio processing
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Fig. 2. Our approach enables synchronized capture of 3D
motions such as the subject folding the paper from multi-
ple Kinect sensors at 30 frames per second. Timecode in
hour:minute:second:frame format is shown above
each frame.

board that transmits an input timecode signal to the audio pro-
cessing board. Our approach automatically decodes the out-
put signal from the audio processing board as timecode val-
ues. We synchronize multiple Kinect v2 sensors by searching
for correspondences between the times at which color frames
are captured by the sensors, and the times corresponding to
the audio frames captured at each timecode value.

Our approach allows the Kinects to capture 3D motions
such as those shown in Figure 2 at their full frame rate of
30 frames per second. Our approach is unaffected by back-
ground noise or network latencies. As shown by our results,
the maximum offsets in synchronization are no more than a
single frame, irrespective of the number of devices used in
capture. By using linear timecode, we can synchronize any
number of Kinects to each other, and to other devices that ac-
cept timecode through a dedicated port or through audio in-
put. We demonstrate multi-device synchronization using four
Kinect v2 sensors and two external microphones.

The audio output from the Kinect v2 sensor shows fea-
tures characteristic of off-the-shelf devices, e.g., active can-
cellation of repetitive patterns such as timecode signals
treated as background noise, and occasional signal corrup-
tion due to imperfect processing by the Kinect hardware. Our
approach provides two contributions to extract a clean audio
signal from the noisy output. To suppress active noise cancel-
lation, we install a set of relays on the hardware synchroniza-
tion board that swap the timecode data at regular intervals for
random audio signals from the microphones over short time
periods. To repair the corrupted timecode signal, we automat-
ically estimate corrected timecode values by examining con-
secutive pairs of decoded timecode and audio frame times.

2. RELATED WORK

With the pervasion of low-cost RGB-D sensors such as
the Microsoft Kinect, many approaches have used multiple
Kinect v1 sensors to provide merged 3D reconstructions of
human activities [1, 2, 3, 4]. Since up to four Kinect v1 sen-
sors can be connected to one computer, approaches that use
the Kinect v1 leverage low inter-process communication to
perform software synchronization of the Kinect v1 sensors.

Unlike the Kinect v1, a single computer supports one

Kinect v2 sensor. Approaches that synchronize multiple
Kinect v2 sensors traditionally use a networked architecture
since the devices lack generator locking or timecode ports.
The approach of Live Scan3D [5] synchronizes Kinect v2 sen-
sors by sending a capture request over the network and wait-
ing for a response prior to relaying the next request. How-
ever, the approach is unable to handle full frame rate capture
due to sensor start time delays and network latencies. In [6],
the authors synchronize a pair of Kinect v2 sensors by using
Network Time Protocol (NTP) and recording Kinect frame
and thread time stamps. However, their approach introduces
a maximum lag of 30 ms or 1 frame, which can degrade when
the number of devices is increased. The authors of [7] use
an audio signal to perform post-capture synchronization of
multi-Kinect data. However, ambient noise typical of every-
day environments can cause temporal misalignments.

Due to the move toward using larger densities of Kinect
sensors and similar off-the-shelf capture devices [10, 7, 5, 11,
12, 4, 13, 14, 15], accurately synchronizing dense arrays of
sensors becomes vital to create temporally aligned 3D recon-
structions. Our hardware synchronization approach handles
any number of Kinect v2 sensors, and works with any device
with a timecode port or microphone jack. In this paper we
demonstrate the versatility of our system by synchronizing
four Kinect v2 sensors and two microphones.

3. MULTI-KINECT V2 HARDWARE
SYNCHRONIZATION

Our hardware synchronization approach uses linear timecode
(LTC) to synchronize the Kinects and microphones. We
choose LTC over repetitive signals such as sine or square
waves since LTC acts as a natural 30 fps counter, and pro-
vides hour, minute, second, and frame values for each video
or audio frame. While Gray code is a possible choice of
counting signal, LTC has the advantage of having 16 parity
bits of the form 0011 1111 1111 1101 that are used to pre-
vent decoding errors from propagating in time. We generate
LTC using a Denecke SB-3 generator, and amplify it using
a Pelco CM9760-MDA amplifier to handle increasing num-
ber of capture devices. We capture environment audio using
the Behringer microphones. To synchronize the microphone
audio, we transmit the amplified timecode signal to two Alto
ZMX52 mixers. Each mixer outputs two-channel audio as
shown in Figure 3, where the right and left channels consist
respectively of the timecode signal and the audio from the
corresponding microphone.

To synchronize the Kinects using LTC, we re-purpose the
audio channel on the Kinect sensors as a carrier for the time-
code signal. We transmit the amplified timecode signal to
a custom-designed hardware synchronization board installed
on the Kinect as shown in Figure 4. The timecode signal is
applied across the pins LTC+ and LTC-. We remove the wires
to the microphone and audio processing board connections on
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Fig. 3. Timecode and microphone data is captured as a mix
consisting of the timecode signal in the right channel and mi-
crophone audio in the left channel. The timecode frame and
value on the top is corresponded to the microphone data frame
on the bottom.

the factory Kinect v2 sensor and connect them to the points
on the timecode board marked ‘To mics’ and ‘To Kinect audio
processing board’ respectively. The synchronization board is
compactly housed behind the Kinect, and preserves the origi-
nal functionality of the sensor.

As shown in Figure 5(a), the timecode appears as a self-
repeating signal and triggers active noise cancellation on the
Kinect to curb the signal after 300 seconds. The noise cancel-
lation cannot be disabled by the Kinect SDK. To circumvent
noise cancellation, we install four Omron G6k-2P relays on
the hardware synchronization board to switch between micro-
phone audio data and timecode data as shown in Figure 4. As
shown in Figure 5(b), we trigger the relays every 2 minutes by
sending a 5 volt signal across the pins 5V and ground in Fig-
ure 4. The relays intersperse the timecode data with 15 sec-
onds of audio from the Kinect microphones, which appears
as a random signal to the noise cancellation hardware. Our
approach suppresses active noise cancellation for captures as
long as 60 minutes.

We decode the recorded timecode captured by the Kinect
v2 sensors and the microphones using the libltc li-
brary [16]. The decoded results for the ith Kinect consist of
timecode values in hour:minute:second:frame for-
mat stored in the time-series vector vi, and corresponding au-
dio frame times stored in time-series vector ai. Signal corrup-
tion due to imperfect processing may cause single timecode
values to be decoded incorrectly. Gaps in timecode values oc-
cur when the relays are cycled to circumvent the active noise
cancellation. For the ith Kinect we check if the timecode val-
ues vi[p] and vi[p+ 1] are a frame apart, i.e., if

vi[p+ 1] = vi[p] + 1. (1)

If the condition in Equation (1) holds, we leave the timecode
values vi[p] and vi[p + 1] unchanged. Otherwise, we fix
incorrect timecode values in vi using the internal audio frame
times stored in ai. We check whether the next audio frame
time is ahead of the current audio frame time by one frame or
t = 33.33 ms within a tolerance of ε = 3 ms to account for
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Fig. 4. We install a compact hardware synchronization board
housed behind the Kinect, that does not affect sensor usability.
The board accepts LTC signals from the timecode generator
through the LTC+ and LTC- pins. The four Omron G6K-2P
relays are triggered by the 5V input and send either timecodes
or microphone signals to the Kinect audio processing board.

millisecond level differences in capture times, i.e., if

|(ai[p+ 1]− ai[p])− t| ≤ ε. (2)

Equation (2) holding represents a decoding error for the time-
code vi[p+1], in which case we correct timecode vi[p+1] by
adding one frame to vi[p]. Equation (2) being violated repre-
sents a gap of frames missing due to the relay cycling. In this
case, we compute the number of missing frames G as

G = ((ai[p+ 1]− ai[p]) /t)− 1. (3)

We insert G timecodes vi[p] + 1, vi[p] + 2, · · · , vi[p] + G
between vi[p] and vi[p+1], andG audio frame times ai[p]+t,
ai[p] + 2t, · · · , ai[p] +Gt between ai[p] and ai[p+ 1].

While rare, operating system bottlenecks may cause the
sensors to drop color frames. We estimate missing color
frames for proper correspondence between timecode values
and color frame times. We store the color frame times for
the ith Kinect in vector ci. For the qth color frame time in ci
we check whether the next color frame time is ahead by t ms
within a tolerance of ε, i.e., if

|(ci[q + 1]− ci[q])− t| ≤ ε. (4)

If the condition in Equation (4) is violated, we insert G
dropped color frame times ci[q]+t, ci[q]+2t, · · · , ci[q]+Gt
between ci[q] and ci[q+1], whereG is computed using Equa-
tion (3) by replacing ai with ci and p with q.

While the timecode values in vi are corresponded to the
audio frame times in ai, the color frame times in ci lack a
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Fig. 5. (a) Timecode captured without relays being triggered.
After 250 seconds the signal begins to degrade. After 300
seconds, the signal is removed due to noise cancellation. (b)
With relay triggering the signal persists after 300 seconds.

one-to-one correspondence to vi. We obtain correspondences
between the timecode values and color frame times by com-
paring the values in ci to the audio frame times in ai. For the
pth timecode in vi we find frame ci[q] in ci where

ci[q] ≥ ai[p]− ε ∧ ci[q] < ai[p+ 1]− ε. (5)

We set location c′i[p] in a vector c′i to the color frame time
ci[q]. The vector c′i now contains color values with one-to-
one correspondence to the timecode values in vi.

Due to differences in the start times of the Kinects, the
first timecode value vi[1] differs across the sensors. To tem-
porally align N Kinects, where N is the number of sen-
sors, we determine a reference Kinect r such that r =
argmaxi vi[1]. The reference Kinect represents the sensor
that starts the latest. For each reference timecode vr[p], we
find the locationmi in the timecode vector vi of the ith Kinect
sensor, such that vi[mi] = vr[p]. We return the correspond-
ing color frame time c′i[mi] for the ith Kinect, and create a
tuple (vr, c

′
1[m1], c

′
2[m2], · · · , c′N [mN ]) for all N Kinects.

The tuple consists of the color frame times for all sensors
synchronized to each timecode value. We align each exter-
nal microphone to the Kinects by obtaining the audio frame
number for the microphone corresponding to each timecode
value from the reference Kinect.

Our timecode validity check and correction approach is
flexible enough to account for changes in noise cancellation
trigger time. If the cancellation time is longer than two min-
utes, there is no change in our approach, as the relay trig-
gering will continue circumventing noise cancellation. If the
cancellation time tc is shorter than two minutes, there is a
period of (2 − tc) minutes where the timecode signal is in-
correctly decoded due to signal corruption. However, once
the relay is triggered, the correct timecode values re-appear.
Our approach uses the timecode values after relay trigger to
correct the timecode values in the (2 − tc) minute interval
corresponding to the corrupted timecode signal and in the 15
second interval corresponding to the relay trigger.

00:59:08:2800:59:11:20 00:59:16:24

Fig. 6. Two views of 3D point clouds for winning frames of a
rock-paper-scissors (rps) duel.

4. RESULTS

We show 3D point cloud reconstructions for a variety of
single- and multi-person activities captured by the four Kinect
v2 sensors and two external microphones in Figures 2, 6,
and 8. Timecode values are indicated above the point cloud
for each frame. To perform 3D reconstruction, we obtain
the extrinsic transformations relating the depth cameras of
all Kinects by calibrating them using a checkerboard cube
imaged in the infrared domain. We use the Kinect SDK to
reconstruct 3D points and merge the points by applying the
extrinsic camera transformations. We perform ground plane
removal using RANSAC and outlier removal by identifying
points whose distance to their k nearest neighbors is greater
than a threshold similar to the approach of [5].

Our approach captures hand and finger poses in activities
such as the rock-paper-scissors game in Figure 6, the guitar
player in Figure 8(b), the chair building contest in Figure 9,
the origami teaching session in Figure 10, and the curving of
the wrist in the last frame as the player tracks the ping pong
ball in Figure 8(a). Our approach also captures intricate paper
folding operations such as opening and flattening pockets in
Figure 10(a), pulling folds out to make an origami boat as in
Figure 10(b), and curving and creasing paper in Figure 2 and
Figure 8(c) to build the paper plane in Figure 1.

The synchronization between the cameras allows tracking
of progress in competitive activities such as the chair building
contest in Figure 9, and multi-viewpoint visualization of co-
operative activities such as the teacher assisting the student
in Figure 10(c). As shown in the accompanying video, the
guitar capture in Figure 8(b) is synchronized to the external
microphone audio. The supplementary material shows origi-
nal color images for all captures.
Light Synchronization: Figure 7 shows a comparison of our
timecode synchronization approach against synchronizing the
sensors using light patterns. We generate a light pattern by
turning a high intensity LED light on and off two times. We
perform light synchronization by computing the absolute val-
ues of the differences between successive images. In ideal
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Fig. 7. (a) Temporal synchronization approaches that use light patterns cause misalignment if the subject moves while the light
shines. (b) Misaligned coffee mug due to mismatches from Kinects 2, 3, and 4 to Kinect 1. (c) Our approach embeds timecode
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Fig. 8. (a) Frames from player tossing a ping-pong ball with
a paddle. (b) A musician playing the guitar showing hand
movements across the sound hole. The supplementary video
provides the audio track of the guitar synchronized to the 3D
reconstruction of the musician. (c) Subject from Figure 2
folding the plane body in half.

Name K1 Offset K2 Offset K3 Offset K4 Offset
paper-plane 14.89 ± .48 -2.30 ± .49 1.02 ± .53 24.65 ± .42

tea 10.86 ± .47 26.60 ± .53 -2.16 ± .53 21.09 ± .36
rps 28.53 ± .53 9.87 ± .42 6.88 ± .41 .83 ± .48

ping-pong 26.30 ± .53 7.36 ± .43 4.63 ± .49 -1.82 ±.41
chair-contest 20.56 ± .48 6.81 ± .53 -.31 ± .52 16.01 ± .53

guitar 22.52 ± .49 14.71 ± .53 8.13 ± .53 19.96 ± .51
table-build 5.32 ± .53 26.53 ± .53 10.43 ± .43 22.73 ± .49

Table 1. Offsets from timecode in ms for various captures.

conditions, when there is no subject movement, the largest
absolute differences occur four times when the light transi-
tions from on to off or off to on. We detect the top four peaks
in the absolute differences, and use the last peak correspond-
ing to the switching off of the LED light to synchronize all
cameras. However, in the capture shown in Figure 7, the sub-
ject moves in the scene during the switching on and off of the
light as shown in Figure 7(a). We show the effect of subject
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Fig. 9. Two views of 3D point clouds from five frames of a
contest to build a chair out of toy blocks. While the contestant
on the left chooses to add one piece at a time to his model, the
one on the right uses several blocks at once.

motion when using light synchronization in Figure 7(b). In
the 3D reconstruction, the coffee mug appears misaligned as
Kinects 2, 3, and 4 are mismatched from Kinect 1 by 5, 1, and
2 frames respectively. We show the 3D reconstruction using
our approach in Figure 7(c), where the coffee mug is correctly
aligned. Unlike light synchronization, our approach is unaf-
fected by subject motions as we embed the timecode into the
audio recorded by the Kinect.
Offsets: Since the Kinects lack a trigger to start them at a de-
sired time, their start-times can introduce offsets in the syn-
chronization of up to one frame. Table 1 shows the offsets in
milliseconds of each sensor from the closest timecode value
for seven captures. Small negative values arise from a frame
being captured just before the timecode within the tolerance
ε. The uncertainties represents frame-to-frame differences in
the internal times taken by each Kinect sensor to capture a
frame of data. Internal times typically vary between 32.5 ms
and 34.5 ms. The maximum synchronization offset is 28.76
ms between Kinects 2 and 3 for the tea capture, which is less
than 33.33 ms or one frame.

5. DISCUSSION

We have provided an approach that uses linear timecode to
synchronize multiple Kinect v2 sensors using hardware syn-
chronization boards installed on the Kinects. Our approach
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Fig. 10. Teacher teaching student how to build an origami boat. (a) Top view showing opening of pocket to flat out into square.
(b) Front view showing opening of boat flaps. (c) Teacher assisting student to puff out the boat. (d) Two views of final models.

enables the Kinect sensors to capture at their full frame rate.
Unlike existing approaches, our system is not affected by net-
work latencies or background noise. Our hardware synchro-
nization board is low-cost and does not impact the original
functionality of the sensor.

Unlike the Kinect v1 sensor, the Kinect v2 uses a time-
of-flight camera to measure depth. Our testing has shown
that a large number of Kinect v2 sensors can be used with-
out interference as long as the sensors do not directly face
each other. In future work, we will investigate the effects of
interference on the accuracy of the 3D reconstruction by us-
ing a high density array of Kinect v2 sensors. By using linear
timecode we enable the capture of 3D audiovisual spatiotem-
poral data from any device which accepts timecode through a
native timecode port or an external microphone jack. In fu-
ture work, we will channel the timecode signals to consumer
devices such as GoPros and smartphones to create dense low-
cost multi-view capture environments.
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